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Sunspot is a 12-foot thermal vacuum facility located at the NASA marshall Space Flight 
center environmental test Facility (etF) in huntsville, Al. 

Sunspot is extremely valuable in providing thermal vacuum testing for private industry; 
DoD; and NASA programs such as the Space Shuttle, Spacelab, the hubble Space 
telescope, burst And transient Source experiment (bAtSe), chandra, the International 
Space Station (ISS), the James Webb Space telescope (JWSt), and Ku-band. Sunspot 
has been NASA’s workhorse chamber for 33 years. 

large test articles may be lowered into Sunspot through the top of the chamber via an 
overhead crane. man-door access is provided via a 10,000 (ISo class 7) clean room. 

Sunspot is a vertically oriented stainless steel cylindrical vessel. the overall dimensions 
are 12 feet in diameter by 15 feet tall, with the internal shroud reducing the test 
article area to 10 feet in diameter by 12 feet tall. Instrumentation available includes 
thermocouples, temperature-controlled quartz crystal microbalances (tQcm), and a 
residual gas analyzer (RgA). thermal conditions are met with a full liquid nitrogen shroud 
(to -195 °c); infrared (IR) lamps provide heating (to +200 °c). one maglev turbopump 
provides vacuum to 1 x 10-6 torr. the pumping system for Sunspot includes one 52-inch 
cryopump and one maglev turbopump.

FAciliTy cApABiliTiEs

Overall dimension 12 feet in diameter x 15 feet tall

Test article area 10 feet in diameter x 12 feet tall

Data system Pacrats
IFIX

Temperature range -170 ºC to +200 ºC

Pressure 1 x 10-6 Torr

Thermocouples 180

LN2 shroud Yes

Lamps Nine zones, 6x 1,600-watt IR bulbs each

RGA Yes

TQCM Yes

Internal camera IR and color

Viewports Three (one is IR compatible)

Facility application Commercial, military, and NASA programs
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